
 

 

 

  

**Biblical/Tribal/National/International** 

**Memorandum** 

  

 

April, 16th 2024 

 

**Subject:** Formal Recognition and Assertion of Sovereignty - The Biblical “Tribal” Nation of Israel, 

(Crown of Judah) Kingdom of Judah, FBO  

  

**To:** Representatives of , Members of Tribal Nations,  Leaders of Sovereign Nations, Biblical  

Ambassador’s, and National/ International Bodies. 

 

  

**From:** Ambassador Kabir-Elohim Israel-Judah, on behalf of the  

Biblical “TRIBAL” Nation of Israel, (Crown of Judah) Kingdom of Judah, FBO 

  

---  

**Introduction** 

  

This memorandum serves as a formal declaration and assertion of the sovereignty of the Biblical “TRIBAL” 

Nation of Israel, (Crown of Judah) Kingdom of Judah, FBO specifically under the governance of the Crown 

of Judah. As ONE of Many authorized representatives and Ambassador’s I, Kabir elohim Israel- Judah 

present our cause under the principles of Biblical Law, with very precise recognition for 

national/international law, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Geneva Conventions, and 
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relevant biblical and legal precedents, emphasizing our intrinsic right to self-governance, preservation of 

cultural heritage, and participation in international affairs as a sovereign entity.  

  

**Assertion of Sovereignty and Historical Roots** 

  
The Biblical Nation of Israel, rooted in an unbroken lineage dating back to at least approximately 2166 BC 

with the covenant established with Abraham, asserts its sovereignty. Governed by the Crown of Judah and 

adhering to theocratic principles as outlined in ancient scriptures, we maintain a unique legal, cultural, and 

spiritual identity. Our historical claims, supported by biblical records, affirm our status as a distinct nation 

with inherent rights to self-determination, cultural preservation, and territorial integrity.  

  

**Legal Framework and International Laws** 

  

1. **Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR):** Articles 15 and 18 of the UDHR affirm our 

right to a nationality and the freedom to observe our spirituality, tribe, religion and practices without 

interference. Our appeal for sovereignty is grounded in the principles of equality, dignity, and respect for 

all peoples outlined in the UDHR.  

  

2. **Geneva Conventions:** As a spiritually led- peaceful nation, our adherence to the Geneva 

Conventions underscores our commitment to National /international humanitarian laws, emphasizing the 

protection of our people, especially in times of external conflict.  

  

3. **Self-Governance and International Recognition:** Drawing upon the principles of self-

determination as recognized in BIBLICAL “TRIBAL” LAW and National /international law, we seek formal 

recognition as a sovereign Biblical (TRIBAL) Nation. Our governance, guided by theocratic principles and 

the teachings of YHWH through Yeshua Hamashiach, is legitimate and operates within a framework that 

respects international norms and standards.  

  

4. **Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) and Commerce:** While primarily a domestic framework, the 

UCC's principles of equity and fairness inform our approaches to trade and commerce. We assert our right 

to engage in international trade under our sovereign status, ensuring that commercial activities respect 

both our laws and international trade agreements.  

  

**Appeal for Recognition and Support** 
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We call upon the, Biblical, Indigenous and Tribal Communities, as well as sovereign nations including 

national/international bodies to recognize the Biblical Nation of Israel, (Crown of Judah)  Kingdom of 

Judah, FBO as a sovereign Tribal Nation. We seek this recognition based on historical legitimacy, legal 

principles, and our commitment to peace, justice, and mutual respect among nations. Recognition from the 

and biblical, indigenous, tribal, as well as National/international and sovereign nations would affirm our 

status and rights, allowing for meaningful participation in global affairs, cooperation in international 

development, and contribution to global peace and security.  

In return for your cooperation of recognition as a biblical tribal Sovereign Nation we will extend gratitude in 

the form of mutual recognition to all Sovereign and Indigenous as well as tribal communities. Under very 

biblical guidelines we will also extend these recognitions to other international bodies. 

  

**Conclusion** 

  

The Biblical Nation of Israel, (Crown of Judah) Kingdom of Judah, FBO and The United Biblical Tribes of 

Israel stand ready to engage with the international community based on mutual respect, peace, and 

cooperation. Our commitment to our spiritual, cultural, and legal identity underscores our plea for 

recognition. We appeal for your support and acknowledgment of our sovereignty, paving the way for our 

contribution to the international community.  

  

**Sincerely,**  

  

Ambassador Kabir- elohim Israel-Judah  

On behalf of 

The Biblical “TRIBAL” Nation of Israel, (Crown of Judah) Kingdom of Judah, FBO 

 


